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Phone Wallpaper X 1.1 adds integration with Apple Address Book
Published on 12/21/07
Polo Planet Software announces the release of Phone Wallpaper X version 1.1. This update
adds integration with Apple Address Book, new Reflected Tile Core Image-based filters,
ready-made wallpapers, Sparkle auto update functionality as well as improvements in user
interface and fixing of minor bugs.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
December 21, 2007 - Polo Planet Software announces the release of Phone Wallpaper X
version 1.1. The update adds integration with Apple Address Book, new Reflected Tile Core
Image-based filters, ready-made wallpapers, Sparkle auto update functionality as well as
improvements in user interface and fixing of minor bugs.
Integration with Apple Address Book allows using the contact photos in Photo Caller ID and
Photo Call functions of mobile phones. Add fun effects to your digital photos with the
latest Reflected Tile Core Image-based filters which are available in Leopard OS X. You
can also upload ready-made wallpapers which fit the phones with the stated display
resolution - it will make your first acquaintance with Phone Wallpaper X easy.
Pictures editing is easy due to the adaptable graphics editor that allows to crop images
in accordance with the defined exact position and size. As soon as the wallpapers are
ready, they can be placed in Wallpapers Gallery. Uploading to cell phones in batch mode is
easy due to direct connection with the device thought Bluetooth. Wide range of devices is
supported by providing USB connection ability. Information on acquiring with a device is
saved in preferences - this allows to make the process easy and clear.
Changes in Version 1.1:
* Apple Address Book integration added;
* New Reflected Tile Core Image-based filters added;
* Flexible ready-made wallpapers added;
* Sparkle auto update functionality;
* Predefined display resolutions for popular phones;
* Bluetooth connection fixed;
* Current picture name is used when exporting;
* Other improvements in user interface;
* Fixing of minor bugs.
System requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.4 or higher (Leopard OS X compatible)
* At least 35MB of free disk space.
Phone Wallpaper X is full functional shareware with trial watermark. Christmas offer
price: $11.95 USD.
Polo Planet Software:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com
Phone Wallpaper X:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/phonewallpaperx/
Direct Download Link:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/downloads/PhoneWallpaperX.dmg
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Purchase Link:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/buy.html
Screenshots:
http://www.poloplanetsoft.com/phonewallpaperx/screenshots

Polo Planet Software was founded in 2006 with a specific goal - developing of Mac OS X
applications featured the latest technologies, best graphics designs and interesting
ideas. We focus on multimedia software as well as supporting a wide range of mobile
devices, new graphics techniques and rich set of functionality.
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